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Morning all, trust everyone had a great weekend.

A very brief note on something I believe should be on everyone's radar, and it's something

that I'm confident we will cover many many times in the weeks ahead.

Over the past week or so, there has been a massive relaxation in quarantine and general

restrictive measures across Europe and the US, combined with the fantastic weather and bank

holidays we've had (especially in Europe), this will be the litmus test for the dreaded second

wave of COVID infections

The Dept of Health in the UK have already told clinics and hospitals to prepare for the worse

starting by the end of the week (two weeks after many went outside for the first time to

celebrate VE day), the next two weeks are absolutely crucial and will over us a fantastic

insight into the next phase of the war on the virus.

Be on your toes for any signs of infections and R numbers increasing as this will likely lead to

a speedy return of restrictions and a stab in the heart of economic optimism.

This is an area getting a lot of my focus right now.

Have a great day all.

On with the Ramble.
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China Bashing Will Continue

I've been telling you to be alert for it for long enough and the time has well and truly arrived.

Relations between the USA and China are turning sourer by the day and its my opinion that

we aren't even close to the bottom.

The simple fact is that Trump will do and say ANYTHING to retain power in the White House,

so it makes perfect sense that when you're behind in the polls and more than half of

Americans hold an unfavourable view of China, you attack China!

We know what Trump is capable of, we know that there's every chance he loses his mind on

Twitter one morning and says something ridiculous and we know that the Chinese will be

more than happy to respond in tit for tat fashion.



The longer Trump sits behind in the polls and the longer the economy suffers the effects of

COVID the more poop Trump will throw at the Chinese.

Far from the tension to be walked back I envisage it to leap higher at increasing ferocity over

the next few months.

Chart Of The Day - UK High-Frequency Data

The UK 'real economy' (as with much of the Western World) may be putting in a temporary low

based on the high-frequency indicators as restrictions ease but don't expect this data to pick

up as fast as it collapsed.

For instance, high-street footfall may never recover to pre-COVID levels as the increased

drive to work from home and the use of internet shopping persist.

For many, new habits will have been formed over the fast few months, habits which will die

hard.

Service focused economies such as the UK are likely to fare better, at least in the short term,

in my honest opinion, but it will be a long slog for all.

CV19 Roundup

 

Deaths

* More than 4.64 million people have been reported to have been infected globally and

310,236 have died, according to a Reuters tally, as of 1318 GMT on Sunday

Americas

* The most important data for the U.S. economy right now is the "medical metrics" around the

pandemic, Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell said in broadcast remarks where he

outlined the likely need for three to six more months of government financial help for firms

and families.  

 

* U.S. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said there will be negotiations on the new $3 trillion



coronavirus relief legislation passed by the Democratic-controlled House of Representatives.  

 

* Wearing a face mask, Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro posed for photographs with children

plucked out of a crowd of supporters, disregarding public health advice aimed at containing

one of the world's worst virus outbreaks.  

 

* Mexico on Sunday reported 49,219 cases of the coronavirus, 2,075 more than the previous

day, as the country prepares to resume economic activities deemed essential.  

 

* U.S. authorities are not yet seeing spikes in coronavirus cases in places that are reopening,

but it was still too early to determine such trends, health secretary Alex Azar said.  

 

* Kevin Harvick and NASCAR both celebrated victories on Sunday as the stock car series

returned to live racing from a two-month hiatus at an empty Darlington Raceway.

 

Europe

* Greeks flocked to the seaside when more than 500 beaches reopened and thousands

returned to church on Sunday after weeks of staying away as a ban on mass gatherings was

eased.  

 

* Spain's daily death toll fell below 100 for the first time in two months, the health ministry said

on Sunday, as some parts of the country prepared for a further loosening of lockdown

measures.  

 

* Temporary unemployment schemes operating across Europe could struggle to save the jobs

of leisure and travel sector workers facing drawn-out or partial recoveries from the pandemic,

even if they help industries that rebound quickly.  

 

* The number of people who have died in the United Kingdom after testing positive for

COVID-19 rose by 170 to 34,636, business minister Alok Sharma said, the lowest increase in

the official death toll since March 24

 

Asia-Pacific

* India extended a nationwide lockdown to May 31, as cases exceeded 90,000 and further

clashes erupted between police and stranded migrants.  

 

* Thailand opened malls and department stores for the first time since March in its second

phase of relaxing measures.

 

* Wearing masks and keeping about a metre apart, men and women in Wuhan were dancing

once again on a Saturday night by the side of the Yangtze river, which winds through the

central Chinese city where the pandemic began.  

 

* Japanese hospital doctors on the front line of the pandemic face tough working conditions,

with many reusing masks and few getting hazard pay, a survey by a labour union showed.

Economic Fallout

* Japan's economy slipped into recession for the first time in 4-1/2 years, putting the nation on

course for its deepest post-war slump.  

 

* China's new home prices rose at a slightly faster pace in April, adding to signs of gradual

recovery in the property market as the government eases restrictions on movement.

 

* China has asked trading firms and food processors to boost inventories of grains and



oilseeds as a possible second wave of coronavirus cases and worsening infection rates

elsewhere raise concerns about global supply lines. 

 

* Emirates Group is planning to cut about 30,000 jobs to reduce costs, which will bring down

its number of employees by about 30% from more than 105,000 at the end of March,

Bloomberg News reported.  

 

* Global demand has slumped significantly due to the outbreak and trade faces

unprecedented challenges, China's commerce minister said.  

 

* Apple Inc AAPL.O will this week reopen more than 25 of its branded stores in the U.S.

continuing a gradual process that has unlocked doors at nearly a fifth of its worldwide retail

outlets.

Headline Roundup

Stocks Rise With Futures; Aussie, Crude Climb

U.S. and European stock futures advanced along with Asian equities as investors took some

encouragement from signs of businesses reopening across major economies. Crude oil and

commodity currencies advanced. 

 

Futures on the S&P 500 climbed about 1% after the index rose on Friday, trimming a weekly

loss. Stock indexes in Japan, Hong Kong and South Korea all saw modest gains, while

Treasuries were flat. The Australian dollar advanced and oil began the week on a positive

note on supply cutbacks. California’s economy is now 75% open, its governor said, while

upstate New York is also set to reopen. Apple Inc. said nearly 100 of its stores have opened.

Even so, the Federal Reserve has warned of potential asset-price declines if the pandemic

worsens.

Further moves by the U.S. against China’s tech champion Huawei Technologies Co. had little

immediate impact on markets Monday. There was also little reaction to a Nikkei report that

Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. has stopped accepting new orders from Huawei

after the U.S. tightened rules on chip supply. 

 

Concerns about growth saw gold trade at the highest in seven years, while oil advanced to

the highest in two months. The pound recovered losses to trade flat, having dipped earlier

after a Bank of England official said the central bank is examining a range of unconventional

policy tools, including negative interest rates. 

 

While a number of European countries continue to report the lowest number of daily deaths

since March, economic data are still painting a stark picture of the recent damage from the

coronavirus. The U.S. Friday reported record slumps in U.S. retail sales and factory output.

Japan’s economy shrank at a 3.4% annual pace in the first quarter, tipping the world’s number

three economy into a textbook recession before the current quarter. 

 

“With the worst of the pandemic likely behind us, central bank supported equity markets are

unlikely to re-test their lows,” said Seema Shah, chief strategist at Principal Global Investors.

“Yet, while reopening momentum may well carry risk assets a bit higher over the near term,

the tepid economic recovery and deep uncertainty over the virus outlook argue against a

pivot to more risk-on positioning.” 

 

Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell said the U.S. economy will recover from the



coronavirus pandemic, but the process could stretch through until the end of next year and

depend on the delivery of a vaccine. He also said that while the recovery may take a while,

the Fed has more ammunition if needed. 

 

These are the main moves in markets:

Stocks

 

Futures on the S&P 500 rose 1.1% as of 1:15 p.m. in Tokyo. The S&P 500 rose 0.4% on Friday. 

Japan’s Topix Index added 0.2%. 

Hong Kong’s Hang Seng gained 0.4%. 

Shanghai Composite added 0.6%. 

Australia’s S&P/ASX 200 Index rose 1.1%. 

Kospi Index advanced 0.6%. 

Euro Stoxx 50 futures gained 1.9%.

Currencies

 

The yen dipped 0.1% to 107.11 per dollar. 

The offshore yuan edged up 0.1% to 7.1287 per dollar. 

The euro bought $1.0822, little changed. 

The pound was at $1.202, recouping some earlier losses. 

The Aussie gained 0.4% to 64.39 U.S. cents.

Bonds

 

The yield on 10-year Treasuries was little changed at 0.64%. 

Australia’s 10-year yield was steady at 0.91%.

Commodities

 

West Texas Intermediate crude gained 3.7% to $30.52 a barrel. 

Gold was at $1,759.86 an ounce, up 0.9%.

BOE Examining Negative Rates, Haldane Tells Telegraph

The Bank of England is examining unconventional monetary policy measures more urgently

amid the economic slump caused by the coronavirus pandemic, according to its Chief

Economist Andrew Haldane. 

 

The central bank is reviewing a number of policies -- including negative interest rates and

expanding the scope of the bank’s asset-purchase plan to include riskier securities -- as it is

running low on conventional easing space, Haldane said in an interview with the Telegraph.

He stressed that the BOE isn’t poised to impose any of those polices imminently.

“It’s something we’ll need to look at -- are looking at -- with somewhat greater immediacy,”

Haldane said when asked if borrowing costs could go below zero. “You mention negative

rates, but there are other options beyond that, or alongside that, that we’re looking at as well.”

“With QE there is more we can do there on the gilt side and the corporate-bond side in

principle -- as we’ve found from other central banks, you could purchase assets further down

the risk spectrum,” he added. “I don’t want to imply we’re poised on any of those but we have

over a number of years been reviewing all of our options for more, if more is needed.”

While the European Central Bank and other institutions have already cut rates below zero, the

debate about the effectiveness of negative rates has gathered pace amid market speculation



the Federal Reserve and BOE may have to follow suit to ramp up their response to the

pandemic.

Fed’s Jerome Powell Says Economy Faces Long, Uncertain Recovery

Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell said in an interview broadcast on Sunday that the

U.S. economy could take more than a year to recover from the coronavirus-induced shock. 

 

“It’s going to take a while for us to get back,” Mr. Powell said in a rare television interview on

CBS News’s “60 Minutes” program. “The economy will recover. It may take a while…. It could

stretch through the end of next year. We really don’t know.” 

 

Mr. Powell, who was interviewed Wednesday at the central bank’s Washington headquarters,

said it was reasonable to think the unemployment rate would keep rising through June and

then begin to decrease as businesses reopen. 

 

But he cautioned that the public would need to stay vigilant to avoid a second wave of

infections. “That would be quite damaging to the economy and also to public confidence,” he

said. “That’s a risk we really want to avoid.” 

 

Sunday’s interview, his second with 60 Minutes and his third on network television since he

became Fed chairman in February 2018, extends an effort by Mr. Powell and the central bank

to reach a broader audience than the financial markets, which hang on his every word. The

central bank was seared by criticism after the 2008 crisis that its efforts had helped Wall

Street but not Main Street, and it has been keen during the current crisis to explain more

plainly what it is doing and how it benefits Americans broadly. 

 

He cautioned that it would be hard for the public to be “fully confident” until there is a vaccine

for the new coronavirus. Economic activity that depends on large public gatherings, including

entertainment and travel, could be especially challenged, Mr. Powell said. 

 

In the interview, Mr. Powell challenged the idea that there is a trade-off between economic

growth and protecting the public’s health. “When the public is confident that it’s safe to go

out, they’ll go out,” he said. “That’s why there’s no trade-off here.” The more that the public

takes seriously social distancing measures, “the sooner we can open up the economy,” he

said. 

 

Measures to limit the pandemic have frozen much of commercial activity, leading to a sharp

stop in economic output. The unemployment rate, which just three months ago sat near a 50-

year low, jumped in April to its highest level since the Great Depression of the 1930s, wiping

out a decade of job gains in a single month.

“This is a time of great suffering and difficulty, and it’s come on so quickly and with such force

that you really can’t put into words the pain people are feeling and the uncertainty they’re

realizing,” Mr. Powell said. “But I would just say this: In the long run, and even in the medium

run, you wouldn’t want to bet against the American economy.” 

 

The Fed responded aggressively by slashing rates and buying more than $2 trillion in

Treasury and mortgage securities to stabilize financial markets. It has promised to lend trillions

of dollars more, backed by more than $200 billion in funds from the Treasury Department, to

support businesses and state and local governments. 

 

“We’re not trying to move markets to a particular level,” said Mr. Powell. “We just want them to

work.”

Dollar liquidity measures leave some countries out in the cold



 

The broadest-ever effort to pump dollars into the global economy has bypassed some major

emerging markets, leaving them struggling to get their hands on the liquidity they need,

according to analysts. 

 

The US Federal Reserve and the IMF have both launched schemes to lend dollars to countries

in need as part of their efforts to help combat the economic impact of the coronavirus

pandemic. For example, the Fed’s temporary dollar swap lines cover 14 central banks,

including those of Brazil, Mexico, South Korea and Singapore. 

 

But nations including Turkey, South Africa, Nigeria and Indonesia are all shut out of the

system, despite having heavy dollar-based financing needs. 

 

Countries need dollars to cover current account deficits, repay external borrowing and to

provide liquidity to their banking systems. 

 

Many states are struggling with a toxic brew of portfolio outflows, falling hard-currency export

revenues and collapsing tourism industries. 

 

Brad Setser, senior fellow for international economics at  the Council on Foreign

Relations, said the Fed’s schemes were of little help to countries such as Turkey, South Africa,

Lebanon or Indonesia, while the IMF’s response “still strikes me as inadequate”, leaving some

countries to “look around for options that they don’t have”.

The Fed has traditionally offered dollar swap lines to central banks from countries with strong

economic  fundamentals and independent central banks, criteria that limit the pool of

beneficiaries.  

 

“In general [these facilities] help the countries that don’t really need help,” said Tim Ash, a

strategist at BlueBay Asset Management. “The Fed gives it to countries with good policies,

and the countries with good policies the markets like anyway.” 

 

Among those countries that may struggle to access dollars, Turkey faces one of the toughest

repayment schedules, with $22.7bn of dollar-denominated sovereign and corporate bonds

and loans repayable this year, according to data from the Institute of International Finance.

Argentina has $20.8bn of dollar debt due over the same period, with Indonesia due to repay

$16.7bn, Nigeria $8.4bn, South Africa $8.3bn and Colombia $6.9bn, IIF data show.  

 

Charles Robertson, chief economist at Renaissance Capital, an emerging markets-focused

investment bank, said he feared for countries such as Mozambique and Zambia, where “I was

hearing . . . there are problems getting [dollars] anywhere in these countries”, and  Iran,

Venezuela and Nigeria. 

Brexit talks head for reckoning on state aid after two sides trade blows

The time for a political intervention in the EU and UK’s future relationship talks is fast

approaching. 

 

After publicly knocking lumps out of each other on Friday, the two sides will spend this week

separately trying to work out where to go from here. In effect, the EU and UK have handed

each other ultimatums saying they need to shift position or the talks will rapidly reach

stalemate.  

 

The next negotiation round is scheduled for the week of June 1 and is the last planned before

Boris Johnson holds stocktaking talks with EU institutional leaders.  

 

“The round that we have just had is disappointing, very disappointing,” EU chief negotiator



Michel Barnier said on Friday, after a week of video talks between his team and UK officials. “I

hope the next round in June and the one after in July will be more positive.”  

 

Mr Barnier and his British counterpart David Frost each accused the other of hypocrisy. For Mr

Barnier, Britain is in some ways still trying to secure the kind of extensive single market access

favoured by former prime minister Theresa May while dodging the obligations that come with

it. For Frost, the EU has failed to realise that Britain has moved on, and Brussels is making

wildly excessive demands in exchange for the trade-deal-based relationship that the UK

wants. 

 

Mr Barnier actually went further, telling reporters that the UK was harking back to the 1970s —

an age when trade deals were largely focused on tariffs. Britain, he said, needed to embrace

the present-day reality that modern agreements need extensive safeguards for environmental

and social protection. 

But what the two negotiations teams have managed to do over three rounds of talks is define

the toughest nut that ultimately their political masters are going to need to crack. This is the

EU’s demand that any trade deal come with a robust, enforceable, level-playing field of

regulations to ensure that businesses are not unfairly undercut.  

 

Both sides argue that their positions on this are misunderstood, a sign perhaps that there is

more room for manoeuvre than meets the eye. 

 

The EU’s negotiating mandate says Britain should continue applying the bloc’s state-aid

restrictions and should have to keep pace with its levels of environmental and labour

protections. EU officials insist their priority is simply to ensure “common high standards”.  

 

Brussels has accused Britain of refusing to provide any meaningful policy guarantees, but the

UK argues that it could accept a level-playing field that respected the country’s sovereignty.  

 

“What we can’t accept is that EU laws or EU standards can be binding on the UK,” said a

senior UK negotiating official. 

 

Britain will publish its negotiating proposals this week — ending weeks of complaints from EU

capitals over not being allowed to see them. The UK will also soon reveal its plans for

implementing last year’s deal to prevent a hard border in Ireland. Those measures will be

scrutinised closely by Brussels.  

 

The EU has made clear that other parts of the future-relationship talks will not be allowed to

advance unless its core concerns including the level playing field are addressed. We are

approaching a reckoning. 

Model Portfolio

Risk-on is the name of the game again it appears.

Hold my hands up, the WTI trade was a complete failure, and as such that's getting binned

this morning.

Other than that it's all quiet on the Western Front.



As always, check @PiQViP for any updates throughout the day.

Looking Ahead

Very little, by which I mean none at all, data releases to get excited about today.

https://twitter.com/PiQViP


Instead the focus will be on further chatter on tensions.

Tensions between the UK and EU over Brexit, and tensions between the US and China as

Trump looks to lay blame for COVID squarely at the foot of the red door.

Hard to imagine either of these skirmishes easing in the near term.

Also, expect more statements issued from countries and regions announcing that they are

relaxing lockdown measures to trickle through.

Keep it tight.
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